Immigration and the family violence provisions: DV worker’s role in the legal process
(For claims made under the provisions on or after 24 November 2012)
Ask your client if they are a permanent resident.
If there is any uncertainty about whether your client is a permanent resident:
• Consider a referral for welfare rights advice
• Refer your client to a migration agent for advice
See practice tips 1-3
Migration agent provides advice on eligibility to make a claim under the family violence provisions or
child of the relationship provisions in the Migration Regulations 1994 and other immigration options

Claim is not made under the child of the relationship
or family violence provisions. Other immigration
options explored e.g. protection visa, student visa or
skills-related visa

Client has child/children of the
relationship and meets the
criteria in the Migration
Regulations 1994

Claim made to DIAC under the family violence
provisions. Client generally provides statutory
declaration and ‘acceptable’ judicially or
non-judicially determined evidence

Liaise with the migration agent and, if
required:
• prepare a letter/assessment report on
letterhead, or a statutory declaration (if a
social worker or psychologist)
See practice tip 4

DIAC considers whether the
relationship with the alleged
perpetrator was a genuine relationship

DIAC considers whether the
relationship with the alleged
perpetrator was a genuine relationship

DIAC assesses ‘acceptable’ judicially
determined evidence

• assist your client to collate non-judicially
determined evidence

DIAC assesses ‘acceptable’
non-judicially determined evidence

If not satisﬁed, application for
permanent residency is rejected.
Application for review by
Migration Review Tribunal (MRT)
may be considered

DIAC not satisﬁed there was relevant family
violence during the relationship

DIAC satisﬁed there was relevant family violence
during the relationship

Case referred to independent expert for assessment
DIAC proceeds with application
for permanent residency. DIAC
considers other requirements
for permanent residency e.g.
character and health

Expert satisﬁed there was
relevant family violence
during the relationship.
Expert opinion is ﬁnal

Application for
permanent residency
rejected

Client granted
permanent residency

Family violence (FV)
provisions legal process

Expert not satisﬁed there
was relevant family violence
during the relationship.
Expert opinion is ﬁnal

Claim under the family violence
provisions is rejected by DIAC
(In exceptional cases some other
immigration options may be available)

During the review by the
independent expert or the MRT,
liaise with the migration agent
and, if required:
• prepare a letter/assessment
report on letterhead, or a
statutory declaration (if a
social worker or psychologist)
See practice tip 4
• assist your client to collate
non-judicially determined
evidence

Possible review by the MRT

FV provisions claim rejected

Domestic violence
(DV) worker role

Relevant terms (explained opposite »)
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Immigration and the family violence provisions:
Practice tips for supporting your client through the legal process
Practice tip 1: How do I access a migration agent or welfare rights advice?
•              
tt:
•  H S k       ﬁ       :
tt:---
Practice tip 2: When is a migration agent referral urgent?
• Y         ,    ,     
       
•      :





Practice tip 3: What information is relevant for the migration agent?
•      ,   ,      z  
            
•            tt      
   ,    j, j k     
•                    acceptable
judicially determined evidence
Practice tip 4: What do I need to know about preparing a letter, assessment report or statutory declaration to provide
evidence about the family violence?
•       k  q  tt:SF2012L0223
• W      ,   ﬁ  ‘relevant family violence’   
 , ﬁ, ,     k,    
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• Y            caused the alleged victim to reasonably fear for,
or to be reasonably apprehensive about, his or her own wellbeing or safety
•         ,     ﬁ      
   

Immigration and the family violence provisions: Relevant terms explained
Acceptable judicially determined evidence: G,   ﬁ VO, j  114 Family Law Act
1975       ﬁ              
Acceptable non-judicially determined evidence:            
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Child of the relationship:
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Genuine relationship
relationship: Y              
                ,
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Independent expert:    :        3  2013,   
H S k ,      ft 3  2013, LS P tt:
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Migrant Review Tribunal (MRT):     -     W   tt
    ,              ,
         ,    q     
                  
Relevant family violence:   ,   Migration Regulations 1994  :   actual or
threatened, :                 
              that causes the alleged victim to
reasonably fear for, or to be reasonably apprehensive about, his or her own wellbeing or safety
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